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The SACAP met on Monday. April 4, to consider a request, which originated from a group of 
students, that University of Utah consider developing and promulgating policies or guidelines 
that allowed students some time-off from class for bereavement due to the loss of someone close 
to them.  The request had come to SACAP through the Dean of Students and the Senior 
Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs, both of whom had separately met with directly 
with these students.   
 
The SACAP considered existing policies and guidelines from a number of other universities – 
Purdue University, Ball State University, the University of Wisconsin - Green Bay, and Oregon 
State University.  It is the last of these institutions, Oregon State, which offers guideline 
language that seems the most conversant with our institution, and which we endorse for 
consideration by the Academic Senate, to be added to the existing guidelines. 
 
The existing G6-100 (Guideline: Accommodating Absences for Explicitly Listed and Other 
Compelling Reasons) already recognizes bereavement as a compelling reason to excuse a 
student’s absence: “death or illness in family or significant other” is listed as a type II absence, 
meaning that although an instructor has no obligation to excuse and accommodate absences for 
such a reason (like they would for a type I absence), nevertheless the reason is compelling 
enough that faculty should make reasonable efforts to do so.  However, no other parameters for 
excusing absences for student bereavement are currently given in G6-100.  We propose adding 
the following language to G6-100, to give both students and faculty more guidance in these 
matters: 
 

“The University recognizes that students may experience times of grief and 
bereavement due to the loss of someone close.  In the unfortunate event that a 
student experiences the loss of a parent, guardian, sibling, spouse, roommate or 
other person close to them, such that they will need to be absent from classes, 
they should notify – or have a friend or family member notify – the Dean of 
Students.  Subsequently, the student is responsible for providing documentation of 
the death or the funeral service they attended.  Documentation may include, but is 
not limited to, a memorial service program or a newspaper/website obituary 
notice.   Given proper documentation, instructors are encouraged to excuse the 
absence and make reasonable adjustments, modifications or adaptations, as 
described in the guidelines above.” 


